
FULL SIZE & Mid/Compact & Truck DERBY  RULES & 
REGULATIONS 

 
Rules 1-13 of the Registration and Rules apply to Full and 

Midsize/Compact, and Trucks 
Limited Improved Stock 

 
1. Passenger cars and trucks.  No Hearses, or commercial vehicles. No imperials or 

imperial subframes. 
2. All glass must be removed from the vehicle. 
3. Radiators must remain in its original manufactured position.  Lower radiator hose 

must be off when you get to inspection, at that time we will fill with water only, 
overflow must point down at the ground. 

4. Original gas tank must be removed.  Metal or plastic marine gas tanks are 
recommended.  Tank must be secured to the floor by straps and bolts.  Tank shall 
not hold more than 6 gallons of gas.  Batteries can be mounted in car but covered 
with rubber and bolted down. 

5. Bumper height shall not exceed 21” form the ground to the bottom of the bumper.  
Bumpers Will be A Max of 2” Square Iron bumpers.  No other re-enforcement.  No 
trailer hitches, or bumper mounted trailer balls. 

6. Hood and trunk will be chained or bolted.  Exhaust is preferred to be upright out of 
the hood.  There must be a hole in the hood  in the center for fire extinguishing. 

7. All doors must be chained – no welds except driver’s door.  Welds must be 
approved by an official. 

8. Driver’s door is to be painted black and have a large white X from center to corner 
of the door.  If car is a dark colored car then the door must be Black with a white X. 

9. Small  welding or additional re-enforcement will be allowed to any part of the car 
except the drive’s door.  One safety bar is allowed to run parallel along the dash and 
one behind the driver’s seat.  Bar shall not be any larger than a 3” in diameter. A 
chain is recommended to be fastened around the bar to floor not frame. 

10. No solid tires, no filled tires including foam, water, cement, etc.  No studs, chains, 
etc. 

11. There must be a tow chain in front and back of car for easy removal. 
12. Driver must pay for Pit Crew at time of check in. 
13. All Trucks must have front driveshaft removed 
14. Any questions,  Call Dennis D. Piepkorn at 920-590-1680 

 


